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words + timings = control
To use the Hyperaudio Pad, you first have to select some media, you do this by clicking on the icon here in the top left corner. Click. And choosing some media, I can see your media here, which is my media, because I'm logged on. You might not see that.

I'll just choose this, now you can navigate the content just by clicking on the words.

And now you can start building up your own remix by highlighting the bit you're interested in and dragging that over to the right hand side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xy8eSh00ysM
Why Schools?

- Media Literacy
- Expression
- Deconstruction (context)
- Remix
Format

- Quick explanation
- Split into groups (of 5)
- Paper cut
- Create
- Showcase
Lessons Learned

- (11yo) Kids appear to like it
- Teachers want to add content
- You may need more than 1 hour
- Groups may need to be smaller than 5 students
Accessibility

- Hearing (subtitles)
- Learning
- Language (auto translation)
Soundtrack
Soundtrack
Content

- YouTube / Internet Archive (Video)
- Music (Hosted)
- Creative Commons?
- Transcripts???
Question 1

If it’s going to be useful to you, what would you need?
Question 2

What would you change, add or remove?
Question 3

How would you use it?
Question 4

What are the ways we can take things forward together?
Thank you, let's collaborate...

mark@hyperaud.io
@maboaa

schools.hyperaud.io
@hyperaud_io

gitHub.com/hyperaudio